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and here we get back to sony. the last major home console to have a
dedicated arcade port was the playstation 2. in fact, the console had two

arcade ports, one of them by virtue of having a headset port and a
microprocessor, and the other through the proprietary cd-rom add-on. the
games arent exactly known for their striking visuals, but they were fighting

games that had complex controls, and you could use the microphone to speak
into to chat in with your opponent. the games were localized in six languages.

the rosa parks (born 1955) civil-rights activist became an icon when she
refused to give up her seat on a montgomery, ala., bus to a white passenger

on dec. 1, 1955, becoming the first woman to make such a stand. she went on
to help end the racial segregation of alabama public transportation, and in
2005 was awarded the presidential medal of freedom, the nation's highest

civilian award. parks also worked as a teacher, a secretary and a mother. to
deal with the rising cost of hospitalization and care, the federal government of

canada announced in 2016 that it was willing to match the income of every
millionaire over $100,000 a year. but starting in 2017, the government

intended to pull in some of that money back when the rich canadians aged, so
as to pay for their costs. it helped to raise $2.6 billion in its first year. a further
plan to pull in $6 billion back from other rich canadians later this decade is still

in flux, with a target of no more than $4 billion a year, which would be a big
falloff from the $6.9 billion the program generated in 2017.
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murphys boston is
doing everything he
can to be noticed. he
hired mobile game

sensation jane
mcgonigal of

superbetter fame to
work for him. she

crunches giant piles
of numbers to figure

out where to invest in
his games, and how
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to ensure the most
efficient run. once, as

he and his children
were sitting around a
kitchen table at his

home in north miami
beach, driving in

pizza, he offered up
the advice he has

been giving to all of
his employees for
years. and while
redstone ran the

national association
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of theatre owners
with an iron fist, he
was always flexible

and patient and calm,
even when he was
mad. so when the

cable news network
instituted a ban on

taping in the
audience viewing

area in the
mid-1980s, he
worked with

mcgonigal to come
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up with a plan to
work around the ban.

first, the network
would move the

camera studio to the
other side of the

room. then it would
tape the audience
from a different

angle, and cut and
splice the tape into a
different version of
the movie, with all
the part that had
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been shot by the
crowd filtered out.

mcgonigal has been
around the block. she

has a degree in
computer science

from the university of
illinois, where she

started working with
computer games
when she was 19,

wrote a book about
why virtual worlds
are more real than
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the real world,
directed a

documentary about
social games, ran the
inspiring superbetter
organization (which

aims to create a
healthy society using
games), is working

with the national park
service and the us

mint to help connect
visitors to the

outdoors, and who
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also showed up a
year ago to help

battle of the
behemoths answer

burning man.
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